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• The Tennessee Geological Survey was established in 1831. It is one of the 
oldest geologic service and research organizations in the country. 

• The survey advises other state agencies and federal and local 
organizations on matters relating to Tennessee geology.

“The mission of the Tennessee Geological Survey is to encourage and 
promote the prudent development and conservation of Tennessee’s 

geological, energy, and mineral resources by developing and maintaining 
databases, maps and technical services; providing accurate geologic hazard 
assessments; and disseminating geologic information through publications 

and educational outreach activities.”
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•460+ published 7.5-minute quadrangle geologic maps 
listed and viewable via NGMDB

•50+ publications (Bulletins, Reports of Investigations, 
Special Charts, etc.) available on the TGS website

•17 geoscientific collections are inventoried on 
ReSciColl/ScienceBase:
▫ 9 are richly populated, with several in progress

•12,500+ metadata records, 10,000+ files available for 
public viewing/download on TDEC FileNet

NOT ONE MAP DATABASE!
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• Limitations:
▫ Small staff
▫ Smaller budget
▫ Lack of IT resources
▫ GIS skills of geologists are not advanced

• But our geologists have continued to map and publish!

THEN CAME GeMS!
• Problem: Skill gap too great for geologists to overcome
• Solution: Hire a dedicated GIS professional

TGS has had a long road within the TN State govt: Once a proud division within the Dept of Environment, demoted to a 
working group within water resources, now part of the newly formed Division of Mineral and Geologic Resources.
Along comes GeMS and the forecasted mandate of its use for new mapping funded under STATEMAP as well as other 
NCGMP-funded programs.
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• BUT…
▫ NO existing enterprise GIS for maps 

or collections
▫ NO existing single map schema
▫ NO standards for the organization or 

storage of GIS projects

• HOWEVER,
▫ Large collection of published maps
▫ Loose set of GIS methodologies 

shared by geologists
▫ Standards exist for the storage of 

single map databases

GeMS… to the Rescue(!?)

Map databases are a priority for all new publications

• Sort of… The framework is there, but isn’t an off-the-shelf solution
• We can use GeMS, but need to assess our maps and decide how extend it 

to meet our requirements
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• Examined 450+ 7.5-minute geologic quadrangle maps by the TGS (as well 
as a few by the USGS) published between 1962 and 2022

• Map explanations were parsed for representations of geologic map 
features

• Symbols and written descriptions were compiled into a spreadsheet 
containing ~1500 entries

• Removed very similar or near-duplicates which resulted in a list of around 
400 unique cartographic representations and accompanying descriptions

• Also compiled mineral (natural) resource symbols:
▫ 175 unique commodity/mineral resource “letter codes” and descriptions
▫ 50+ symbols related to various processing plants, mills, storage facilities, etc.
▫ 30+ oil and gas symbols

To inform the extension of GeMS we had to figure out what additional information we wanted to store within a map 
database. The Visual Guide To TGS Geologic Map Feature Storage Locations in the TNGeMS Database Data Model is the 
product of this comprehensive assessment of our geologic and mineral resource publications.
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Geologic and mineral resource map examples
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TGS map symbol > Match to FGDC symbol 

While compiling the data dictionary I also compiled a visual guide to the features and matched them to 
FGDC symbols where applicable
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TGS map symbol > Match to FGDC symbol > Find a home in GeMS…

With a match to FGDC symbol, we can find the feature a home in GeMS.  The features we felt didn’t fit 
an existing class meant we needed to create a class for them.
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We created a traditional geodatabase data model diagram poster. It hangs on the wall and allows the geologists (and 
others in our division) to inspect and comment on the data structure and see how geologic map information is 
organized in a GeMS database.
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The NaturalResource feature classes are examples of custom GeMS-compliant extensions to the original GeMS schema 
designed using the criteria defined within the GeMS documentation but with attributes specific to TGS-style geologic 
and mineral resource maps.
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• The schema was tested on a handful of projects:
▫ Unfinished (mothballed) geologic quadrangle maps that needed to be 

digitally re-compiled
▫ Conversions of recently published non-GeMS maps with GIS data

• Building and testing TNGeMS led to the development of guidance 
documents intended to help train TGS geologist how to build 
GeMS databases, including TN-specific content

More streamlined workflows = more consistent products
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With TGS-developed documents and supplemental information from the FGDC and GeMS publication, we have step-by-
step software-specific information for geologist to follow.  Documentation like this gets us to a really good place with 
the databases on the first pass, meaning a less arduous QC process and more consistent products.
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•Mapping:
▫ All current and future 

NGGDPP and STATEMAP 
funded conversions and 
compilations

▫ All future new mapping 
STATEMAP projects

•Non-mapping:
▫ Features related to the 

development of spatial 
components of our new 
historical collection ArcGIS 
Online portal

▫ Features related to other 
data collection/compilation 
projects (e.g., NIBI, CORE-CM, 
and Earth MRI)
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Through TNGeMS development:
• Led us to assess the current methods used to make maps, review them, 

and prepare them for publication
• Published maps will be accompanied by the database, i.e., the GeMS 

package becomes the complete publication.
• We (re)created a set of criteria to inform the review of a map and its 

content…

“The mission of the Tennessee Geological Survey is to encourage and 
promote the prudent development and conservation of Tennessee’s 

geological, energy, and mineral resources by developing and maintaining 
databases, maps and technical services; providing accurate geologic hazard 

assessments; and disseminating geologic information through 
publications and educational outreach activities.”

Note the second emphasized text. The GeMS package is a well-defined and repeatable product for single map 
publications.  But what’s the connection with the development of TNGeMS and publishing our maps?  Over the last 20 
years, budget cuts, staff reductions, retirements, have all led to a loss of rigor in our review process and intuitional 
knowledge.  We are now taking a hard look at how we’ve been building and reviewing our more recent products.
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It turns out we had a solid basis for reviewing of our products all along!  Our rich history of geologic mapping, 
compilation of natural resource info, and publication of those data was a well-defined, highly controlled process guided 
by a very detailed document called “The Authors’ Guide for Preparing Geologic Maps and MRSs” internally referred to 
simply as “The Authors’ Guide”.  Created by the TVA in the early 1970s to help those involved in “cooperative programs 
between the Tennessee Valley Authority and state agencies. Information presented is directed mainly to authors but 
will also be used as a reference for editors and cartographers involved in the program.”
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Creating maps (QA):
• Integrate the TNGeMS data model diagram elements, map symbols/data 

dictionary, and how-to guides to create a comprehensive document for 
our geologists and GIS analysts to reference

• Checklist provides measurable criteria for project tracking purposes

Editing/reviewing maps (QC):
• One of the major hurdles we have as a small survey is publishing with 

appropriate peer review
• Checklist provides clear guidance for internal and external reviewers

The plan is to update “The Authors’ Guide”: it will once again be the primary resource to make and review our geologic 
and mineral resource maps.  One of the major hurdles we have as a small survey is publishing with appropriate peer 
review.  For many projects, the solution was to simply stamp the product as a “DRAFT Open File Map/Report”… and 
that is certainly less than ideal.  It may undermine the perception users have regarding the quality/credibility of the 
work and in a way violates our mandate to truly “publish” maps!
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• The NEW Authors’ Guide will become the TGS standard for building map 
databases (TNGeMS)

• The updated checklist provides a useful tool for QA/QC; particularly for 
establishing guidelines for pre-publication review

• With an aging staff we are desperate to preserve our institutional 
knowledge

• We are looking to establish partnerships with other states to review map 
publications
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